THE Microprogrilmmed Intoned Speech Synthesizer (MISS) system is a collection of hardware and software modules, designed and constructed at the Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences (IMSSS), that provide high-quality speech synthesis for users of IMSSS's computerassisted instruction (CAl) programs.
reasonable quality for curriculum authors to use as they write and evaluate new lessons.
Higher quality speech may be obtained by recording the required speech as a series of phrases, hut this is feasible only for curriculum material that is well-defined and stable. Should a curriculum be modified, the affected phrases would have to be recorded anew. In orcler to preserve the naturalness ofthese new phrases. the speaker who recorded the original phrases must be employed again for the new ones, which makes it difficult to modify courses that require the higher quality of recorded phrases.
The hardware configuration is a standard, multiprocessing, timeshared system to which MISS has been added. Some 60 terminals are connected to this system for student and research uses. A typical terminal is compris'ed of a video display, a keyboard, and an audio headset with amplifier. The MISS hardware provides 48 of these terminals with speech capability, but' only 16 can speak simultaneously.
The MISS software modules provide facilities for accessing and editing speech data, for 'linguistic anaI-ysis of text and prosodic contour generation, and for interfacing the 'MISS system to other programs that require audio.
In Figure I , we show the structure of a typical MISS application. This application could be a CAL program with audio or a program for intonation research, for example. The user program consists of three or more modules: the user module or modules, an audio module, and a display module. The user modules perform their tasks and, when appropriate, call upon the audio module, the display module, and the operating system. Synchronization of display activity and speech synthesis is accomplished by having the system "hold" display commands until a specific signal is received from MISS indicating that a certain word or phrase has been synthesized. Previous quantitative measures of overall speech-system quality have been based on two criteria for speech quality, intelligibility and preference (see, e.g., Goodman, Goodman, & Chen, 1978) . Intelligibility refers to the ability of a speech system to transmit (or generate) speech that can be understood by listeners and is measured by having a panel of listeners identify words spoken through (or by) the speech system being tested. Preference is measured in a number of ways (IEEE, 1969) , for example, by ha\"ing ajury of listeners rate various systems on a subjective scale between poor and excellent or by asking a similar jury to state their preference between pairs of systems. Theintelligibility score for a system is usually slated as tile percent correctly identified, and the preference score for a system is often stated as the mean rating given by the jury of listeners. Preference is too broad a statistic to be useful in many applications, since it asks the listeners to consider several system failings taken together. It is often more instructive to know about these failings individually, since particular failings are more or less important to different applications.
TENEX
Another approach to measuring speech quality is to divide it into four components instead of two: intelligibility, coverage, clarity, and naturalness. This is a utilitarian approach in that speech quality is decomposed into attributes that are useful for comparing speech systems in various applications and readily measurable as well.
Intelligibility is defined and measured as described earlier. It is a fair statistic to quote but can hide failingsin a system that may be important for some applications. For example, a system that made [s] and [f1 sound alike but was otherwise adequate would get a high score on an intelligibility test. However, it would be impossible to teach the distinctive difference between [s] and [f] with such a system, making it unsuitable for teaching many languages.
Since intelligibility can sometimes hide important system failings, the ability of a system to produce all typical sounds is defined to be the coverage e· the system; Coverage is measured with the same tests as intelligibility but is calculated as the ratio of the number of correctly identified phonemes to the total number of phonemes considered. Note that the coverage score is dependent on how the criterion "correctly identified" is defined (how many errors are considered noise) and how many phonemes are considered. See Laddaga, Sanders, and Suppes (1981) for an example of the use of coverage in analyzing the quality of four speech systems.
Clarity is defined as the ease with which the listeners can identify speech produced by the system and is measured by the average response time observed in an intelligibility test. Two systems of equal intelligibility might differ in clarity, one requiring less concentration by the listener to identify t.he speech than the other. Clarity is important in applications in which the listener has tasks to perform in addition to recognizing speech. For example, when a speech system is used to present new material for a student to learn, the student has to understand and assimilate the new material as well as recognize a stream ofconnected words. The authors were unable to find any study that used clarity as a criterion in comparing speech systems, in spite of its intuitive links with listeners' preference and their performance while listening to a speech system. Naturalness is defined as the extent to which speech sounds as though it were produced by a normal native speaker. It is measured by the naturalness ratings given by a jury of listeners. Naturalness is important in a language course and in applications in which unnaturalness may divert the listener's attention from the task at hand. Naturalness may also be important in applications in which the speech system must be used for extended periods of time.
The four speech-quality scores_for a collection of speech systems can be determined by administering only two different tests: an intelligibility test for each system and a naturalness test comparing the systems. Although these four components do not account for all aspects of speech quality, the little additional information contributed by the overall preference score does not seem to justify the administration of an additional test. The four component scores provide all the information needed to assess a system's quality for most applications.
These component scores will generally be correlated to Some extent but may be surprisingly independent; that is, a particular score on one attribute does not imply a particular score for the other attributes. Naturalness does not imply intelligibility; a severely band-limited speech signal may sound like speech but be entirely unintelligible. Likewise, intelligibility does not imply naturalness; many phonemic synthesizers are quite intelligible but sound machinelike. Speech can be both natural and intelligible but still be arduous to listen to because of background noise that makes the listener strain to understand the speech. Low intelligibility normally implies poor clarity, but this is not necessarily so; a system that produced all voiced stops as unvoiced stops should get a low intelligibility score but might get a fairly high clarity score.
Speech Quality for CAl
Different educational applications have different requirements for speech quality. Although almost any application will call for the "perfect" speech system, there are always compromises in quality for the sake of economy. Spoken-language courses ;are the most demanding in that failings in the speech system may make it difficult or impossible to teach important aspects of language. Elementary reading courses place fewer demands on a speech system, because the students are very familiar with the verbal material and are being taught to correctly associate unfamiliar orthography with speech. Such a course must have high intelligibility and coverage but need not have naturalness or darity. A course that uses a speech system to present new material through connected speech requires high clarity and fairly high intelligibility to allow the student to concentrate on the material being presented; coverage is relatively less important. Since the students listen to such a system for an hour or more at a time, fatigue due to a lack in any of these aspects of quality may be important. Some students prefer that the computer sound like a computer, and others find it fun to have something like HAL(2001: A Space Odyssey) or R2D2 (Star Wars) talking to them. However, using unnaturalness as a motivational tool should not be confused with providing students with an unintelligible or unclear speech system.
Speech-system Requirements
Since the purpose of MISS is to provide speech to a variety of CAl courses, it must provide speech that meets the following eight criteria. No current technology can satisfy all of these requirements at the same time, particularly the fourth and sixth requirements together, but the MISS system has two different modes that satisfy these two requirements separately. MISS uses quite precise (and therefore expensive) digitization and storage of speech. Digital recording that provides a dynamic range of72 db with a bandwidth of 5 kHz and the storage of eight-bit linear-prediction (LP) reflection coefficients exemplify the efforts made to satisfy these requirements. Other applications, for example. a communications system in which the sound spectrum is limited in advance and the listening time is reasonably short, can comfortably operate with less precision and quality than were invoked for MISS. Evaluations of MISS's quality are described in section 5.3 and in Laddaga, Sanders, and Suppes (1981) .
High intelligibility
The guiding consideration in the design of MISS's use of LP was the need for the highest quality speech reproduction possible commensurate with a flexible and realizable system. Today's costs (in fact, 1974 costs) were not a first-order consideration in MISS's design, since the present cost relationship behveen mature technologies like tape recordings or waveform coders and an immature technology like linear prediction with prosody is not a good predictor of future cost relationships.
IMSSS has been engaged in CAl research for about 15 years (see Suppes, Smith, & Beard, 1975; Sanders, Benbassat, & Smith, 1976) . Before MISS was developed, any audio used in this research was in the form of either tape recordings in reel-ta-reel and cassette machines attached to the student terminals or DELTA modulation of recorded speech (Atkinson, 1974) . MISS with LP provides both the high-quality speech necessary for language courses (using recorded phrases) and dynamically created messages (using word concatenation with prosody). Even more flexibility could be provided by a speech system that synthesized speech from phonemic elements rather than from recorded words, but present-day phonemic synthesizers have significantly poorer coverage, clarity, and naturalness than MISS, which makes them unsuitable for many educational applications.
LINEAR-PREDICTIVE CODING
Linear prediction (LP) is a well-documented method for digital representation of speech. Markel and Gray (1976) , Makhoul (1975) , and Atal and Hanauer (1971) provide detailed descriptions of linear prediction. Simply stated, LP is a method of modeling the spectrum and voicing of speech. The smooth spectral representation produced by the LP model can be compressed and stored economically for later use. When retrieved, the LP representation can be used to regenerate a high-quality version of the original speech.
Linear-prediction Analysis
For linear-predietionanalysis, we first record in an anechoic chamber phrases and words from a human voice sampled at 10,000 hertz with I2-bit samples. This 120,000-bit-per-second PCM (pulse code modulation) representation of the speech, which has nearly the same speech quality as a studio tape recording, can be stored on digital magnetic tape prior to analysis. (It can also be manipulated by some of the audio-research programs available at IMSSS.) The PCM representation then undergoes pitch-detection and linear-prediction analysis. After analysis, the sound has excess silence "trimmed" from the beginning and end, using the phonetic spelling of the sound to determine the criteria for differentiating silence and background noise from the word boundary. Initial stops are given an initial silence to allow for the preplosive closure.. The phonetic criteria are determined from the orthography of the word with text-to-phoneme rules and programs developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Allen, 1977) .
After recording and PCM digitization of the sound, the analysis proceeds as shown in Figure 2 . First, the exact location of each pitch pulse (closing of the. glottis) in the speech is detected. using an algorithm de- scribed in Benbassat (1981) . Voiced segments of the signal are divided into pitch-period-long frames, preemphasized, windowed with a Hamming window, and analyzed. Unvoiced segments are divided into IO-msec. timesynchronous frames and are then similarly windowed with a Hamming window and analyzed (but no preemphasis is used). The analysis in both cases produces 12 coefficients representing the LP-smoothed spectrum of the speech. These coefficients are computed by the autocorrelation method of linear prediction . We have experimented with the covariance method oflinear prediction but have found the results to be less suitable for resynthesis.
The LP-smoothed spectrum may be expressed equivalently by any of a number of different sets of coefficients: predictors, reflections, areas, logarea ratios, and inverse sines . Each set has its own appropriate area of application. In particular, reflection coefficients allow easy resynthesis by means of a lattice-structured digital filter. We chose to encode reflection coefficients, because ease of digital resynthesis outweighed, in our case, the better encoding properties of some of the other sets of coefficients.
Sentenee and Word Formation by Coneatenation
The MISS system is used to form sentences in real time by concatenating individually recorded words, with several prosodic correlatesfundamental frequency (FO), duration, and amplitude----<:ontrolled to produce natural speech quality. We are therefore concerned with modeling spoken utterances in terms of these prosodic correlates. An appropriate model for sentences enables us to assign sets of values to each of these correlates. In resynthesizing LP-analyzed words to form sentences, the assigned values are used to provide a natural sound to the concatenated sentence. A full discussion of prosodic generation is contained in Levine (1981a) .
We chose word concatenation for the MISS system because we wished to avoid the many problems involved in phoneme synthesis. The following is a list of some of these problems. Further discussion of these issues and some solutions to them can be found in Allen (1977) and Klatt (1976) . With word concatenation, we avoid most of the complexities of phoneme synthesis, since each recorded word embodies the interactions and decisions involved in the synthesis as determined by a human speaker.
IMPLEMENTATION OF MISS
To implement a speech system that would satisfy the requirements described in section 1.2, we developed the MISS hardware and software system along certain lines. This section describes the hardware synthesizer, the speech-storage format, the dictionaries of words and phrases, and the library of speech-related software procedures and programs. This section and the following one detail the implementation of the linguistic procedures and theories in MISS.
MISS Hardware
The MISS hardware, shown in Figure 3 , consists of a pair of microprocessors connected to the main-system memory, outputting digitized speech to 48 digital-to-analog converters (DIA) and low-pass filters (LPF), one for each channel capable of playing to listeners at terminals with audio units (amplifier and headphones). This system was designed and built at IMSSS in 1974 IMSSS in -1975 . Stored LP sound data are placed in memory and are accessed and synthesized by the microprocessors, resulting in digitized speech. After the sounds are synthesized, they are converted to analog signals by the DIAs. The low-pass filter limits the sound spectrum (below 5 kHz) sent to the selected output channel associated with a terminal, which usually consists of an audio amplifier and either headphones or a loudspeaker. , .
The MISS system was designed with only a small amount of memory, so that it can maintain only a small segment of a sound being reproduced. Furthermore, it does not directly access disk or other long-term storage medium. For data retrieval, MISS shares the main memory with the central processor. The operating system, TENEX, was modified at IMSSS to handle the MISS-system interface (see Appendix A). To start the speech process, TENEX is given a list of commands that specify the storage locations of the words to be spoken intermixed with the parameters required for sentence prosody. The TENEX system tells MISS where in memory the list of commands is and then retrieves from disk the LP coefficients for each sound in turn, placing the coefficients in memory and then directing MISS to that location. MISS scans the control list in main memory, sets internal prosody registers, and reads the sound data frame by frame. An example is given below, in section 4.1, and a more detailed one is presented elsewhere in this volume .
The Microcoded Move Machine (the Humming Machine) controls the processing of data taken from the main system memory and sends requests for additional data and synchronization to the memory to be interpreted by TENEX. The Humming Machine is, in fact, a general-purpose minicomputer, with processing pipelined at two levels: instruction fetch and execute. It uses medium-scale integrated circuits and operates at 300 nanoseconds per instruction with a GOO-usee. multiply time. There is an efficient, masked, three-level interrupt facility to access mainframe memory (level 1), feed data to the digital filter (level 2), and handle I/O with the TENEX operating system (level 3). The noninterrupt level of the Humming Machine processes the command lists, reformats the LP data, and calculates the required prosodic modifications allowing the sound segment to be passed to the digital filter. The Humming Machine uses an 18-bit instruction word and a 12-bit data word, with separate storage for programs and data. The Humming Machine, as well as the digital filter, maintains individual storage areas in internal memory for each audio channel in use. Processing for each channel is performed in sequence and is accomplished quickly enough so that 16 independent channels can talk simultaneously.
The digital filter synthesizes speech from LP-encoded speech sounds. It was designed and built at the same time as the Humming Machine and can calculate one section of a one-multiplier lattice filter in 400 nsee. or one section of a two-multiplier lattice filter in 800 nsee. It is microcoded so that digital filter forms'-direct, one-multiply lattice, and two-multiply lattice (with poles and zeros)-ean be implemented. The filter microcode is pipelined at four levels: instruction fetch, data fetch, execute, and data store. It uses a 20-bit instruction word and a 12-bit data word. Within the 100-msee. D/A updating time, it can calculate the next sample for 16 independent channels using the one-multiply lattice.
Memory for the entire MISS hardware is detailedin Table 1 . The large "stores" for the Humming Machine are required principally for the prosodic manipulations it performs. These manipulations may require that more than a single frame of data be present. In pitch synchronization, for example, it is necessary to consider at least two frames in order to decide properly how to handle "excess" duration-whether to combine the frame durations or not.
T ABLE I
Internal MISS Hardware Memories In addition to the microcode for control and synthesis, there is a built-in diagnostic facility. Each register and memory in the MISS hardware can be examined and written through the diagnostic interface with the PDP-10, which also has facilities for a variety of programmed breakpoints. High' level programs have been written on the mainframe to download, diagnose, debug, and simulate the MISS microcode and hardware.
Frame-storage Formats
The LP analysis results in a sequence of frames, each corresponding either to one pitch period for voiced sound or to 10 msec. for unvoiced sound. As shown in Table 2 , each frame contains 12 reflection coefficients, the pitch period, the frame duration, and three gain coefficients. A full frame of data requires 153 hits, and a frame without the reflection coefficients requires 45 bits. The frame format is designed to minimize the compu tational burden placed on the synthesizer. The 27 bits of gain and 12 bits of epsilons could be reduced to between six and nine bits at the expense of having the synthesizer do from two to four times as much computation as it now does.
Further, duration and pitch period are independent, giving MISS flexibility, but their 17 bits could otherwise be compressed to seven bits without serious loss in speech quality. One compromise we did make between quality and storage bit-rate was to store the reflection coefficients only when they had changed significantly. Even during periods of stable reflection coefficients, all the gain, pitch, and duration information is still stored:
A separate control structure for generating silences reducesfurther the storage bit-rate (B). Only one control word is transmitted to MISS to generate silence in the middle of speech. Using this control structure is much more efficient than transmitting sound-data frames with zero coefficients and positive duration. On the average, full frames are stored only 55% of the time, yielding the calculation: B = (.55 x 153 + .45 x 45) = 104.4 bits/frame (average) indicating that this representation requires about 9,000 bits per second.
Additional reductions of the storage bit-rate could be accomplished by storing only the change in LP coefficients rather the entire coefficient for each frame of a sound. Since the coefficients represent a sometimes continuous function, the differences between successive values will often be considerably smaller than the values themselves. The microcode in MISS could be changed to accommodate this method. However, linear interpolation of LP coefficients (not necessarily as reflection coefficients) can result in a further reduction of storage rates. Experiments (Sanders, Gramlich, & , indicate that a data rate approaching 3,300 bits per second is a reasonable goal.
The three gain coefficients divide the scaling of the amplitude. One of the gains (Gainl) is set to maximize the use of the finite-word-size arithmetic unit in the digital filter. It is given the maximum value that assures that the arithmetic unit will not overflow during calculation of the lattice. Gain2 is the peak instantaneous output of the D/A. Each utterance is scaled so that its maximum value of Gain2 is .992. Gain3 is the remainder in the gain calculation such that By separating the gains in this way, we are able to make efficient use of the available hardware and to adjust the relative amplitude of a sound by simply modifying Gain2 without worry of overloading the digital filters or the digital-ta-analog converters.
MISS Dutionaries
The audio library (see sec. 3.4) permits user programs to access sound data by their orthographic names by using "dictionaries" available for certain applications, as shown in Figure 4 . Each dictionary consists of a lexuon, which is stored as part of the TENEX file structure, and soundcoefficient storage, which is maintained on direct-access disk. The soundcoefficient storage is kept separate from the lexicons and the general TENEX file structure, because more efficient data retrieval is possible that way. This extra efficiency is needed for real-time synthesis operation in a timeshared system. Lexicons are used to access utterances in the sound-coefficient storage and to access a small amount of information about the utterance stored within the lexicon itself. Lexicons are included as shareable segments in user programs. Their structure is shown in Figure 5 . Each lexicon consists of a descriptor area, hash descriptor area contains information about the lexicon's hash table and string space, in particular, the size of the hash table (number of entries), pointers to the string storage ar~a and the sound-coefficient storage, the "compatibility" number, and links to other lexicons. These links define secondary dictionaries to be searched if the current dictionary does not have the sound being looked up. The hash table entry for each sound in the dictionary contains a pointer to the sound name, beginning disk-storage location, the number of disk records used, and additional information for use by the prosodic manipulation routines. The sound names are stored in the string -space of the lexicon as character. sequences.
Entries are efficiently accessed by name (hashed) by means of an open addressing procedure with linear collision resolution (Knuth, 1973) . Open addressing can be used, since the· maximum size of the lexicon can be known in advance. Linear collision resolution is used because it is more efficient in page swapping than other schemes such as double hashing. Some programs can gain further efficiency by computing in advance the actual storage address and thus avoid any hashing. However, changes made to the dictionary may make it necessary to recompute these storage addresses. The "compatibility" number informs these programs when this recomputation is necessary.
The principal dictionaries in use are summarized in Table 3 . There is no restriction on the nature of sounds in a dictionary: There may be words in one or several languages, phrases or sentences, demisyllables for word formation (Levine, 1981c) , or combinations of these. The division of dictionaries into separate sound types is a convenience for user programs in that it limits the space required for the program-resident lexicon and limits the hash-table lookup times. Each dictionary entry is given three 36-bit words in the lexicon's hash table. These words contain 12 fields of information for a full hash table such as is used for words to be prosodically modified, and five fields for a minimal hash table, such as is used for phrases that are not prosodically modified. Table 4 shows the symbolic contents of a single hash-table entry.
All hash tables contain the information in word a and word I, while the prosodic dictionaries also have useful information in word 2. The string pointer to name and the string byte count locate the character representation of the sound name in the string space of the lexicon. The storage unit ID indicates the storage medium for the sound data: disk module, drum, or nine-track tape. The storage record address is the location of the first record of data for this word on the storage medium, and the storage record count is the number of records required to contain the data. The parts of speech and plurality are used by the syntactic parser described in Levine (I98Ib) . The peak pitch and initial pitch are used by the word-concatenation routines described below. The duration and undefined fields are currently used only for experimentation. The lexicon for English occupies 100,000 words (197 disk pages) of TENEX file space; the Logic lexicon, 63,000 words (124 disk pages). Storage for the sound-coefficient data requires 4.25 36-bit words per frame, which represents about 10 msec. of speech, as shown earlier in Table 2 . The words in English total 3.5 hours of speech for a storage requirement for the sound coefficients of 21,000 disk records (256 36-bit words per disk record). The recorded and analyzed phrases of the Logic dictionary represent 7.5 hours of speech and require 39,000 disk records. Phrases are stored about 13% more compactly than words are, because of the fractional part of a disk record that is left empty at the end of each sound.
At present, the MISS system is used principally for American English speech, and the analysis bas been oriented to provide a high-quality LP representation for English sounds. We are currently investigating the applicability of this analysis and representation to other languages, for example, Armenian and Arabic. Both of these languages contain sounds that are not used in Englisb and that pose problems for pitch detection and, to a lesser degree, LP analysis and re"presentation. In particular, voiced frication is a common feature of these languages but one not well represented in LP.
MISS Sattware Library
An important feature of the MISS system is the library of procedures and definitions that allow easy access to and manipulation of sounds. These procedures are not MISS microcode programs but operate on the PDP-1O mainframe. They are included as utility routines in the CAl and research programs written at IMSSS. The basic procedure is SPEAK, which directs TENEX to retrieve a sequence of. sounds from disk storage and directs MISS to synthesize these sound data and output them to the selected audio channel, modifying the synthesis according to accompanying prosodic parameters (see below, sec. 4.1). The procedure SPEAK can also direct MISS to signal the completion of indicated portions of the sound, to allow for synchronization of speaking with display activity, and can return control to the user program before completely speaking the text given to it. Thus, the program can do processing at the same time as speech is being produced.
The TRANSFORM procedure performs the operations required to change the data format of a sound from compacted to uncompacted and vice versa. TRANSFORM also converts any LP data type to any other.
The DIRECTORY procedure provides an index of entry names to examine selectively the hash-table entries of an audio dictionary. The entry name may be only partially specified, using the "star" (*) character to indicate "match any number of characters." DIRECTORY also places indexes on the value or values of any of the hash-table fields. For example, prosodic information, stored in the hash-table fields, can be the basis for retrieval of a set of sound names.
A set of GRAPHICS routines allows the display of coefficient and prosodic values on a variety of output devices. Several different graphs may be combined in a single display, including graphs from two distinct sounds. GRAPHICS produces plotter or dot-matrix hard copy, vector-display drawing on graphics terminals, and character graphs on CRT terminals.
The audio library contains a set of executive-style input routines (EXECIN). In addition to simple terminal input/output, EXECIN provides the following user aids. User programs acquire these features by using the EXECIN input! output procedures instead of standard system I/O. In addition to being helpful in the interactive use of the audio system, these features facilitate the use of interactive programs for batch-processing long lists of words or phrases. With EXECIN, identical command sequences can be used in interactive and batch modes, speeding development of audio capabilities for both research and production.
.5 Hardware Requirements for A ccessing Vocabulary Items
Although MISS provides approximately 50 terminals with audio capability, not all terminals use audio at the same time. For this reason, the synthesizer is designed to keep up with 16 independent audio channels simultaneously and continuously. However, the system may switch the 16 continuous outputs to any of 50 virtual channels, with one virtual channel assigned to each audio terminal. In this way. any diversity of use that an audio terminal enjoys is absorbed by the ratio between the virtual channel and the continuous channels.
To access vocabulary items, the user program controlling an audio channel first requests that a sentence be played on its channel. The string representation of the sentence is translated into locations in the dictionary where the data representing each word are stored. This list of words is passed to the system. The synthesizer, noticing that this particular virtual audio channel is idle, assigns a real synthesizer channel to the virtual channel and retrieves the first word in the list. When the word is retrieved, the synthesizer starts to play the word. The system then retrieves the second word from the list. In the optimal case, the second word arrives before the synthesizer has finished playing the first. When the synthesizer finishes playing the first item and starts playing the second item, it signals the system that it is time to retrieve another item. Th us, as soon as the synthesizer starts to playa word, the system starts to retrieve the next word.
The system must be able to retrieve words from the dictionary faster than the synthesizer can play them. When there is more than one synthesizer channel active, the system must be able to retrieve words for all of the channels as fast as one synthesizer channel can play one word. Whenever a synthesizer channel starts to playa word, the next word in the channel's sentence is placed in the system's list of words to be retrieved from the dictionary; when the word has been retrieved, it is removed from the system's retrieval list.
If at a particular time the system's retrieval list has n items in it, the expected time needed to retrieve the n items may be calculated. This retrieval time, Ts, is the expected time for retrieving the last item on the list.
If the channel that has requested this last item is currently playing a sound of duration less than T s , then in half of such instances the last channel will have gaps between its words. If these gaps are small and infrequent, they will not affect the intelligibility of the synthesized speech. But if the gaps are long or frequent, then the prosodic contour of the sentence will be disturbed significantly, resulting in a loss of intelligibility. If gaps occur during the synthesis of an individual word, then small gaps can seriously affect intelligibility by creating the impression of a stop consonant.
The most precise way of formulating this problem would be to calculate the probability that any channel will have gaps between its words. This probability would be a function of the number of channels, the statistics of the duration of the vocabulary words, the statis tics of the dictionaryretrieval times, and the statistics of the interaction of dictionary retrievals with the other jobs performed by the system. There is no easy way to derive an analytic solution for this probability, but simulation techniques would allow it to he calculated. However, the various statistics on which this probability depends are not precisely defined or time invariant. That is, the statistics change as the vocabulary, curriculum, and system job-mix change. For this reason, a simpler analysis will be used.
The dictionary storage device will be evaluated by comparing the expected value of the service time for N channels with the expected value of the "shortest" sound in the vocabulary. Since the "shortest" word could actually be as small as 1/20 of a second but would very seldom be played at the same time that the channel was placed last in a system retrieval list n words long, an expected value of the "shortest" word will be used. Using a strictly word-based vocabulary, the expected value of the "shortest" word is estimated to be 400 msec. If a scheme of concatenating prefixes and suffixes to root words were developed, we estimate that this expected value would drop to 300 msec. Using these "shortest" word durations, the number of channels that can be satisfied by the dictionary storage device is calculated.
In storage devices with moving heads, the system algorithm for ordering a list of n requests for-service is to move the heads from low-numbered cylinders to high-numbered cylinders, servicing the requests as the heads pass over the appropriate cylinder. Then the heads are flown back to the low-numbered cylinder and the process repeated. Any request coming in during the low to high pass that can be serviced during this forward pass is added dynamically to the list. Any request for a lower numbered cylinder than the head's present position is deferred until the next pass. In this way, all requests get service in an equitable fashion.
Three storage devices are analysized, the IBM 2314 movable-head disk, the Ampex DM331 movable-head disk, and the General Instruments 57012 fixed-head drum. The significant difference between the disks and the drum is that the disks have to move their heads to the appropriate radial position in order to read a particular record of data, while the drum is capable of reading all its data without moving its heads.
The characteristics of the IBM 2314 are described in the IBM reference manual. Briefly, the IBM 2314 has eight disk modules and a single controller. Each disk module can move its heads independently and can search for a designated angular position on its track independently. However, only one module can be actively transferring data at a time. Each disk module is organized into 200 cylinders with 20 tracks per cylinder. Each track contains five records of 256 words per record. The data for almost all the dictionary words can fit on two records, and longer words can be treated as a pair of words. For a lO,OOO-word dictionary, one disk module is needed. Between 25 and 75 msec. are taken by moving the heads from one cylinder to another within the module. The average time required can be estimated at 40 fisec. Once the heads are in position, the device must wait for the desired record to revolve under the heads. On the average, the device must wait one-half revolution for the desired record to be in position. However, if another module is transferring data at the time the audio module is ready to start transferring, the audio module will have to make another complete revolution before it can try to transfer its data again. Once a· data transfer is started, it takes one-fifth of a revolution to transfer each record desired. The time for one revolution is 25 rosec.
The expected service time for n channels using the disk, Tin), is equal to the expected time to move to n different tracks, Tm(n), plus the expected time to wait for the desired records to revolve under the heads, TrCn), and the expected time to read the data for the n channels, Td(n). T,(n) = (.5 +P c )25n = 18.75n, where 25 is the rotational time of the disk, .5 is the average latency probability, and Pc is the probability that another module will be transferring-at the time that the audio module wants to transfer. Based on experience, Pc is estimated to be .25.
Td(n)
where 2 is the average number of records for a dictionary word and 5 msec. is the time to transfer one record. Thus, T s becomes T,(n) = 35 +68.75n. As can be seen from this table, the IBM 2314 disk can satisfy only about five audio terminals with a strictly word-based vocabulary and only four audio terminals with a vocabulary of prefixes, root words, and suffixes.
The Ampex DM331 movable-head disk has six disk modules and a single controller. Each disk module can move its heads independently and can search for a designated angular position on its track independently. However, only one module can be actively transferring data at a time. Each disk module is organized into 815 cylinders with 19 tracks per cylinder. Each track contains 10 records of 256 words each. For a 10,OOO-word dictionary, about one-eighth of one disk module would be needed. Between 10 and 55 msec. are taken by moving the heads from one cylinder to another, with the average time estimated at 28 msec. The revolution time is 16.7 msec.
The same formulas as for the IBM 2314 disk, but with different parameters, apply to the Ampex DM331.
where 55 msec. is the fly-back time and 28 msec. is the average time for head movement in the forward direction.
Tr(n) = (.5 +P,)16.7n = l2.53n, where 25 msec. is the rotational time of the disk, .5 is the average latency probability, and P, is the probability that another module will be transferring at the time that the audio module wants to transfer. Based on experience, P, is estimated to be .25.
Td(n) = (1.5)(1.7)n = 2.55n, where 1.5 is the average number of records for a dictionary word and 1.7 is the time to transfer one record. Thus, Ts becomes T,(n) = 27 + 43.08n.
Evaluating "L(n) for n from I to 16 yields: As can be seen from these values, the Ampex DM331 disk can satisfy only about eight audio terminals with a strictly word-based vocabulary and only six audio terminals with a vocabulary of prefixes, root words, and. suffixes.
The General Instruments S7012 fixed-head drum is a 250-track drum with 28 records on each track. Note that the drum actually has 1,000 physical tracks but that four tracks are read in parallel, giving 250 "logical" tracks. Each record contains 256 words. At any given time, the drum may access anyone of the 250 records passing the heads. An audio drum would share a controller with the identical swapping drum. Thus, the audio drum might not be able to transfer data because the swapping drum had already started to transfer. If this happened, the audio drum would have to wait a whole revolution to be able to access that particular record, but on its way around, the other records could be transferred as they passed under their respective heads.
The expected service time for n channels using the drum, I's, is equal to the expected time to wait for the desired n records, T" plus the expected time to read the data for the n channels, Td. Since the drum heads never move, there is no term that parallels the disk-head movement time.
where n is the number of channels. The terms are evaluated in milliseconds as:
where Pl(n) is the average latency probability for n requests, P, is the probability that the swapping drum will block a possible audio drum transfer, P, is the probability that two or more records are being requested at the same angular position, and 20 is the revolution time of the drum in milliseconds. P, = .5 +n/28, P, = @(.7 2 )(.3G) = .49, where the binomial probability law has been applied for a probability of conflict equal to .7.
where the probability of two or more events has been defined in terms of the probability of no event or one event happening. Thus Tr(n) can be T,(n) = (.99 + n/28) [2 -(27/28) n-'J20 +1.43n.
Evaluating T,(n) for n from I to 16 yields: I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 T, 22 24 26 28 31 33 35 37 40 43 45 47 49 52 54 57 As can be seen from these values, the drum can satisfy more than 16 audio terminals with either the word-based dictionary or the one based on prefixes, root-words, and suffixes. Actually, the drum can satisfy over 100 audio terminals with either kind of dictionary.
In conclusion, neither the IBM 2314 disk nor the Ampex 3330 disk can satisfy 16 continuous channels. On the other hand, the General Instruments S7012 drum can satisfy more audio terminals than the Institute can be expected to support.
Alternatives to Current MISS Implementation
Several of the design parameters of MISS can be implemented differently from our current version of the MISS system. Our design choices reflect our goals for the utilization of MISS, the technical information available at the time the system was planned, and trade-offs between cost and quality. Some of these choices are being reexamined in response to new research on speech synthesis and to additional forms of utilization, while some possible choices are precluded by hardware or economic limitations. This section discusses bandwidth, data rate, filter parameters. and .analysis procedures and how they might be improved. (See Sanders & Gramlich, 1981, for details of recent progress in this area.) MISS currently produces a 5 kHz bandwidth from an original 10 kHz recording frequency. This is a sufficient bandwidth for most of our speech needs, in particular, for CAl in mathematics. By way of comparison, a typical telephone line provides only about 3 kHz bandwidth. This bandwidth creates a problem for language instruction, since the fricatives lsi and Ishl, which have most of their energy above 4 kHz, are more likely to be confused with others, such as IfI and Ih/. For regular instruction, these confusions are not critical, since there is enough semantic content to clarify , .
any possible phonetic confusions, but this is not true for foreign-language instruction in which the student has no context to be guided by. Expanding MISS's bandwidth to approximately 8 kHz would largely solve the phonetic problem, but this solution carries a high data-rate penalty. It requires the use of 18 LP coefficients instead of just 12, with each coefficient needing greater encoding precision, resulting in an increase in the data rate of approximately 50%.
It is possible to reduce the data rate for MISS in two ways without modifying the present hardware. Instead of using the same number of coefficients (12) for both voiced and unvoiced segments, MISS could use only six for the unvoiced frames without loss in quality (see Makhoul, 1975) . In addition, MISS could use different numbers of bits to encode different LP coefficients instead of encoding all coefficients in the same number of bits (8). The first two coefficients should be encoded in nine bits, possibly as log-area ratios, the next four can be encoded in eight bits, and the remaining six coefficients can be encoded in six or fewer bits (see Gray .
While MISS's use of a one-multiplier lattice filter with 12-bit data words yields high-quality speech, there are some secondary problems that could be resolved in a future implementation of the MISS hardware by a twomultiplier lattice with 14-bit data words. The advantage of the twomultiplier lattice form with a wider data word is that it eliminates the need to store Gain3 and epsilons for the coefficients. With the reflection coefficients encoded to eight or fewer bits in either kind of filter, using the two-multiplier form gives a savings of 22 bits per frame. Furthermore, since Gain2 is just a convenience for MISS, included to avoid overflow problems in the multipliers, it could also be eliminated if appropriate additional hardware were provided. Thus, by using more hardware in the synthesizer, we could eliminate 32 bits per frame or 2,700 bits per second (a savings of approximately 25%). An additional reason to change to a twomultiplier lattice is that it is more convenient for interpolation of coefficients than a one-multiplier lattice in that the epsilons would not be present in the representation of the coefficients.
An early design decision for MISS was the use of pitch-synchronous autocorrelation analysis. While our experience has shown it to be as good perceptually as the time.synchronous autocorrelation method, it has found little support in the literature. Chandra and Lin (1974) and Rabiner, AtaI, and Sambur (1977) discuss the errors that result from pitch-synchronous autocorrelation. We have not done a formal experiment to verify our informal observations, but we feel that the errors introduced by the autocorrelation method on very short windows (7-to IO-msec. pitch periods) are no more important perceptually than the errors introduced by a short (25 msec.) time.synchronous window.
IMPLEMENTATION OF PROSODY IN MISS
Sentences to be formed by word concatenation need to have the FO contour, durations, and amplitudes of the individual words modified by MISS to attain naturalness. These modifications of the prosodic specifications of sentences are accomplished with a series of programs that, given a text sentence, determine the syntactic structure of the utterance, interpret explicit semantic markers included in the text, relate the structure and markers to prosodic parameters, and translate the parameters into control functions for real-time MISS word concatenation, The theory of prosodic specifications, given syntactic and semantic information, is discussed by Levine (198Ia, 198Ib) . In this section, we present a description of the implementation of word concatenation using the prosodic parameters in MISS.
Prosodic Specifications
When MISS concatenates words, a set of prosodic control parameters specifies the manipulations for each word. One parameter specifies the ratio of the lexical FO peak to the desired FO peak so the lexical word's FO contour can be shifted to hit the desired peak. Another parameter specifies the final pitch value, so that the FO contour can be made to fall in a straight line to that value. A third parameter tells MISS which of several alternative FO contours to follow. Another parameter specifies the factor to shorten the lexical word duration, and a fifth specifies the factor to lower the lexical word amplitude.
A sample command string is given here:
The number following "SILENCE" is the amount of silence (in milliseconds) to insert "before the word begins. The identifier "FILL" designates a prosodic specification string-FO contour parameters 1.1 and 103 (pitch-period ratio and final pitch period), the duration fraction .75, and the amplitude fraction .7; 1024 directs MISS to follow the natural FO contour until the place of maximum FO, at which time an artificial straightline FO contour will be applied that heads toward the final pitch value. The name of the word to be concatenated follows the closing bracket in the command string. In Figure 6 we show the lexical FO contour for experimentation and its contour after application of the above commands. Here the various manipulations can be seen: the 91 % (1/1.1) lowering of FO as the initial lexical FO contour is followed up to the 182 Hz FO peak, the linear FO fall from this peak to the 97 Hz FO target (10000/103), and the 75% reduction in duration. The -3 db (.7) reduction is not shown in the figure. By using abbreviations for identifiers and by not respeeifying repeated values, an average of 35 characters of control information is required for each word to be concatenated and prosodically manipulated. This command list representation is sent to MISS through the system memory by a system call (JSYS). In addition to placing the commands in system core, the JSYS informs the Humming Machine that a command list is present and allocates two other buffer spaces (in 5I2-word units) in main core for retrieval of data from disk storage. The Humming Machine reads and interprets the command list, assigning the prosodic variables to specific internal registers that are associated with the appropriate, previously selected synthesis channel. As the TENEX system retrieves disk data, it converts the disk address in the command list to a memory address and sends to MISS a signal to continue. When the Humming Machine reads a disk address, it waits for the signal to continue for that channel, at which point it begins to read data from that buffer. Whenever there are delays in transmission of data to MISS (e.g., due to multiprocessing demands on the CPU), a silence is generated to cover the time needed to obtain the next frame. Special precautions are necessary, since the size of the memory buffers need not correspond to an integral number of LP frames.
Mark Frames
Special frames are inserted into LP-encoded words to mark the location of certain speech events. A "mark" frame contains 45 bits of information about the nature of the event it is marking and about the time, first, until the next mark frame in the word and, second, until the end ofthe word. At present, mark frames are used to mark the beginning of the word and the location of maximum fundamental frequency (Fa). They are used to trigger the generation of artificial FO contours, as directed by the syntactic analysis described by Levine (l981a, 198Ib) . The lexical Fa contour may be used for the whole word, or it may only be used up to the location of maximum FO where an artificial contour begins, or an artificial contour may be used throughout a word. Experimentation with placing several mark frames in a word to allow a syllable-by-syllable definition of the artificial Fa contour resulted in little improvement in quality as judged by informal listening tests.
We are considering using additional mark frames to produce comma intonation and for spectral interpolation at word boundaries. Comma intonation is reflected in the Fa contour by a rise at the end (often, the last syllable) of the word before the comma. A mark frame placed at the point where that rise begins would allow MISS to produce an approximation of that contour. For coefficient smoothing at a word boundary, we expect to omit or modify the boundary segments of adjacent words. A mark frame could be placed to indicate to MISS what to omit or modify. At present, we are only beginning to examine and model these phenomena; our understanding of the need for additional mark frames is still limited. If desirable, several different types of mark frames could be implemented in MISS.
Alternatives to Current Implementation of Prosody
While we have constructed a consistent set of routines to implement our prosodic manipulations, it is possible to consider alternatives to each of the subsystems. One difficulty in changing the implementation is that very few of the alternative systems have been designed to meet the same needs that our system does. Within our theoretical system of prosodic analysis and synthesis there are possibilities for different specifications of the prosodic contours for utterance types. Alternatively, other researchers have proposed adopting a different theoretical viewpoint (and therefore a different algorithm) for assigning Fa contours (cf. O'Shaughnessy, 1976) .
No actual comparison has been done on the different algorithms. Part of the difficulty of such a test is that since the alternatives are not implemented in MISS, any comparison would also reflect other aspects of the difference between systems as well as the difference in Fa. It is possible to implement another Fa algorithm in MISS and then look at both phonetic comparisons to observed utterances and naturalness ratings of speakers.
Alternatively, the MISS algorithm could he implemented on another synthesis system (e.g., a system not based on words) for comparison.
As we develop more expertise in forming words from smaller units (such as syllables, demisyllables, and phonemes), we might use the extra information about syllable structure in our prosodic synthesis relativizing the phonetic contour generation to syllables rather than words. Much current FO research is, in fact, stated in terms of syllables rather than words, and changing our position would make our work more compatible with other researchers.
USES OF MISS
Three university-level courses in subjects related to mathematics are currently using MISS: Introduction to Logic, Set Theory, and Proof Theory. Under development are three language courses: Armenian, which uses both Armenian and English speech; Old Church Slavonic, which uses only English speech; and Arabic, which is concerned only with the verb system of Arabic. Further discussion of the instructional uses of audio in CAl can be found in Suppes (1979) , Sanders and Ladagga (1976a) , Sanders, Levine, and Laddaga (1979) , and elsewhere in this volume. A movie on this topic is also available (Sanders & Laddaga, 1976b) .
Curriculum Development and Presentation
The program VOCAL (Voice Oriented Curriculum Author Language; Hinckley, Laddaga, Prebus, Smith, & Ferris, 1977 ) is designed to facilitate the authoring of curriculums that incorporate highly interactive audio and text presentation. Lessons written in VOCAL are intended to be patterned after the style of informal classroom lectures. VOCAL has features that allow the author to specify audio messages in several formats acceptable to MISS and to control the interaction of the audio presentation with material presented visually on the screen of a terminal. A related program, VALID, interprets VOCAL-compiled curriculum, presents it to the student, handles student responses, and keeps student histories. Both VOCAL and VALID use MISS to present spoken material.
Among the student-oriented features of VOCAL and VALID are facilities for repeating material just presented, browsing through the course (both earlier and later lessons), and changing the speed of speaking. An additional facility being developed for the Set Theory course is dynamic speech generation from program-created text. This facility is used to speak, aloud, summaries of proofs and informal statements of theorems or hypotheses produced by the student as part of the course. For this material, the real-time syntactic parsing described is obviated by the generation of phrase-structure markings along with the text of sentences to be spoken from the abstract representation of the sentence in logical notation. A fully worked out example of VOCAL and VALID interacting with MISS is presented elsewhere in this volume .
Other Uses of MISS
In addition to the primary use of MISS for CAl, the flexibility of the audio software modules facilitated the creation of other programs using word concatenation with prosody. These programs provide general textto-speech facilities. With TEXTSP, selected pages or entire text files are read aloud. No special controls to the MISS system need be contained in the text file. Prosodic specifications are determined automatically, using the punctuation (commas, periods, parentheses, etc.) to guide the syntactic analysis of the text and subsequent prosody parameter assignment. Words that are not in the dictionary are spelled out as a sequence of letters. Special symbols are read as words, such as "ampersand" for the character "&."
Another text-to-speech program using MISS is DIALOG. For this program, users can specify up to 10 different speakers for a text, by inserting a one-letter identifier followed by a colon before each section of text. The speed of speaking and pitch range of each speaker is also specified and the dialogue is enacted based on these specifications. Th us, DIALOG can produce distinct voice characteristics from a uniformly recorded vocabulary.
TENEX provides a message facility for users to send messages to each other. Institute users can have these messages read aloud using MREAD. When initiated, it tells the user how many old and new messages are in his message file. The user selects a message number and a reading speed. Then MREAD gives the date of the message, the name of the sender, and the text of the message.
FONSYS lets users with touch-tone phones communicate with the central processor as if they had a regular terminal. The terminal output is delivered in spoken rather than written mode and the terminal input is specified by typing pairs of touch-tone keys. Thus, a user can call from any telephone and hear the system status, read messages, enter text, or run arbitrary programs. Users of this facility do not recommend the touch-tone phone as a general-purpose computer terminal.
Evaluations of MISS
An important part of the research being done with the MISS system is evaluation of different aspects of synthetic-speech perception and acceptance. Once speech-system evaluation leaves the domain of intelligibility testing, some difficulties arise. Objective standards of quality do not exist. Furthermore, subjective ratings can depend on factors that are basically extraneous to the point of the test in question. It is therefore critical to develop carefully controlled subjective tests in which only one phenomenon is varied at a time.
In evaluating the quality of the speech system, we must proceed with caution and interpret evaluation results carefully in light of possible extraneous influences. We have employed three types of quality evaluations: indirect acceptance and preference, intelligibility, and naturalness. The indirect acceptance and preference evaluations test overall speech quality. They are not subject to "extraneous" speech anomalies but are subject to anomalies in one version of the test material (curriculum) and not the other. The naturalness evaluation is subject to anomalies in the speech, but these can be considered part of the naturalness to be measured. By making subjects rate naturalness rather than compare the naturalness of pairs of systems, we deemphasize the influences of extraneous anomalies.
One criterion that we have utilized for examining the quality of MISS output is the acceptance of CAl with audio by students. In the course Introduction to Logic, given three times each year for five units of university credit and taken by approximately 250 Stanford students yearly, we offer a choice of display-only and display-with-audio courseware. We have gone to great lengths to make the two versions of the course as similar and compatible as possible. Students are encouraged to try both versions and to switch between versions whenever they find it helpful. They are further informed that their grades in no way depend on which version of the course they use or how often they switch. Details on this method of evaluating MISS as part of audio CAl are presented elsewhere in this volume (Laddaga, Levine, & Suppes, 1981) .
To test the suitability of synthesized speech for elementary-school children, three systems of computer-generated speech were compared to each other and to a human-voice control. In these experiments, the ability of first graders to recognize individual letter sounds and the ability of fifth graders to recognize isolated words were tested. In addition to a straightforward statistical comparison of the results obtained, a learning study was conducted, since there is undoubtedly a learning component to the task of recognizing spoken sounds produced by any unfamiliar source. A full report on this experiment and results is available in Laddaga, Sanders, and Suppes (1981) .
To determine to what extend differences between concatenated words and recorded sentences had been removed by MISS prosodic-feature assignments, we devised an experiment, more fully described in Sanders, Gramlich and . Twenty sentences were chosen from among the sentences recorded for the CAl logic course at IMSSS. The sentences selected contained a wide range of English phonemes, and represented a variety of syntactic types: declaratives, questions, and imperative sentences in both formal and colloquial style. Eight different treatments of each sentence were prepared, modifying the prosodic feature assignments, individually and as a group, from the recorded LPC-processed sentence.
The preference ratings indicate that the recorded sentences are more natural than the artificial prosody sentences. More important, the significance of the preference ordering shows which artificial elements contribute the most to the perceived unnaturalness of artificial-prosody sentences. Substituting artificial spectral coefficients for the original sentence coefficients seems to make a greater difference in naturalness than any single change of FO contour, word durations, or amplitude. Interpolating the spectrum at normally coarticulated word boundaries may improve this aspect of word-concatenated speech.
Another interesting result of this experiment is the small but significant difference between artificial pitch and old pitch. The difference between the two scores is significant (using a t test) at less than the .001 level. This result, together with the analysis of pitch patterns in recorded sentences, gives evidence for linking music and speech at basic levels of the human cognitive apparatus. More discussion of this topic is in Levine (198Ia) MISS was designed to operate with the TENEX operating system, and certain design features were incorporated to promote efficient use of mainframe system resources in that environment. The principal aspects of TENEX that are manifested in MISS are page swapping, fork structure, shared pages, and system calls. TENEX operates as a virtual-memory system, managing the real core and random-access~devicelocations of virtual-program segments independent of the programs themselves. The minimal memory unit for TENEX is a page, which is 512 36-bit words of contiguous storage. Pages are swapped between high-speed random-access devices, like disks or drums, and the core memory. The TENEXfork structure allows a program to create separate program modules, called forks, which can be combined into a single program occupying several (virtual) core images. Modularization of programming tasks is facilitated by the TENEX fork structure, since each major conceptual module can occupy its own core image and not impinge on space considerations for other modules of the same program. The audio dictionary and accessing routines constitute a fork. When some user program wishes to include audio, only a few short subroutines are needed in the user program to communicate with the audio fork. The user program is not encumbered with any details of audio programming.
Since the audio fork is essentially the same for any program using the same dictionary, TENEX takes advantage of the exact duplication of most of the fork to define shared pages, which save time and space when several (possibly different) programs are using audio. When several programs use the same audio fork, they share the same physical pages in memory, which allows the system to operate efficiently.
The system call for TENEX is the JSYS, which is similar to UUO on DEC-IO systems. It allows the particular installation to tailor its operations to specific needs-for example, special hardware or particular design features for systems management-by defining extrajSYSs to perform specific functions. At IMSSS we have defined a special jSYS for interfacing MISS. The description of how the jSYS operates is described in this article in section 4.1 and elsewhere in this volume.
